
SNAGLESS / WEEDLESS
JIGHEADS

CHINLOCKZ HOOKS
ChinlockZ Hooks are designed for fishing un-weighted plastics on the surface or on a
dead slow sink. Thread the hook through the chin of the plastic at 45 degrees, feed
the hook through and lock it on! Whether you’re buzzing a FrogZ, twitching a StreakZ
or slow sinking a ShrimpZ, it’s locked and loaded, ready for action.
Hook Size 2/0 3/0 4/0 6/0 8/0
QTY Per Pack 4 4 4 4 3
Product Code

Hook Size QTY Per Pack 1/12 (2.4g) 1/8 (3.5g) 1/6 (4.6g)
2/0H 4
4/0H 3
6/0H 3

TOURNAMENT SERIES SWS - Snagless Weight System
Tournament Series SWS jigheads are built on super-sharp Gamakatsu EWG worm hooks. This is an ideal jighead for
drifting plastics into the snags, fishing over and through structure and buzzing frogs in windy conditions when more
weight is required.

Hook Size QTY Per Pack 1/8 (3.5g) 1/6 (4.6g) 1/4 (7g)
6/0XH 3
8/0XH 2

Extreme Head Hunter SWS - Snagless Weight System
Extreme Head Hunter SWS jigheads are built on super-strong Mustad worm hooks. This is an ideal jighead for drifting
plastics into the snags, fishing over and through structure and buzzing frogs in windy conditions when more weight is
required.

SNAKE HEAD
The Snake Head allows you to target those snags you were never
game to cast at previously. It features a super-sharp, chemically
sharpened Mustad worm hook, free-swinging front weight for
casting distance and desired sink. The weight is attached via an
in-built wire frame for maximum strength and action.

Hook / Size QTY 1/12 1/8 1/6 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4
2/0XH 3
4/0XH 3
6/0XH 3
8/0XH 2

CHINLOCKZ SWS
Hook Size QTY Per Pack 1/12 (2.4g) 1/8 (3.5g) 1/6 (4.6g) 1/4 (7g)

2/0H 3
3/0H 3
4/0H 3
6/0H 3
8/0H 2

ChinlockZ SWS combine the chin lock, to lock your plastic in place, with a belly
weight for a slow natural sink in snaggy areas or through weed and other structure.

NEW


